
Jessica’s 20+ years in marketing and business 
development led to coaching individuals and 
teams by accessing the full potential of the 
mind. Her drive stems from the belief that, when 
we are happier at work, we positively impact 
those we serve as well as our personal well-
being, family systems, and communities. 

Jessica’s mental mastery approach results in:
Happier Employees 
Positive Mindset
Personally invested productivity
Employees who want to grow
An environment that stimulates flow
Meaningful and present engagement 
People who work from their strengths
A Positive Workplace Culture!

“...an energetic, passionate and inspiring powerhouse who 
genuinely wants to equip others with what it takes to win in 
a meaningful way. Jessica’s seminars make lasting impressions 
from thought to action. She is truly passionate about 
transforming people’s lives and has certainly made a huge 
difference in mine.” 
- Donald Chiano, Ropes & Gray LLP  

“...a creative and original thinker with native intelligence, 
great curiosity about people and ideas balanced with 
common sense. 
- Tim Southwick, SVP, WET Design 

“The way in which she  intuitively gets to the root and builds 
instant trust is by far her biggest strength.  She steers people 
to clarity and with a desire to take action. She is changing the 
world around her.” 
- Chris Moran, Director, Jack Engle & Co.  

“...a true professional with a personality that connects with 
everybody she comes in contact with.” 
- Sergio Salup, SVP, Chase

“...a positive force with impact. We felt chills and an extreme 
sense of joy.” 
- Lourdes Alvarez, Manager, Solar Company

www.beyoubloom.com

213.935.0061
beyoubloom@gmail.com

JESSICA I. MORALES
Mind Strategist, Speaker, Educator

TESTIMONIALS:

• Develop the “HERO” Mindset: Hope, Efficacy, Resilience, 
   Optimism to boost performance & career satisfaction
• Master communication exchanges to quickly build trust and  
   rapport with clients, work peers, and management
• Resolve fragmented thinking to stimulate flow state for  
   optimized productivity
• Train the brain to align with goals decreasing resistance and  
   subconscious self-sabotage
• Move from reactor to responder in just seconds to tap into 
   mental assets and assess objectively
• Inspire employees to become caring contributors through   
   self-motivation that activates the internal reward system
• Transform meetings into experiential think-tanks that tap 
   into higher consciousness and innovative ideas for success

TOPICS:

Corporate & Career


